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Salon210 strongly believes in a pricing system that

reflects hair length and technical difficulty rather than

gender for all services. All Service are a la carte

Cuts 
Barber Cuts  $28-35

For clipper cuts or scissor over comb on super short hair
SHORT ADVANCED CUTS/PIXIE  $48-68

If you hair is not longer than chin length, but requires detail work,
beyond the clippers, this is the cut for you. 

MEDIUM/LONG CUTS $60-70
For chin length and beyond style cuts 

(e.g. short bob to long layers  
ADVANCED CUTS $70-80

for chin length and beyond e.g.short bob to long layers. If your hair
is long shoulder length and below. 

If you would like to chop it all off, this is the service for you! 
If your hair is thick or curly this also your go to cut! 

  

 

Color 
TONER/GLOSS

without Blowout $30        with Blowout $60
boost your color, reduce brassiness, enhance vibrancy or add depth
to roots. Glossing does NOT lighten,cover gray and is not permanent.

SINGLE COLOR ROOT TOUCH UP $80-100
need to touch up your single color regrowith or cover new gray hair

coming in at the roots. Recommended every 5/8 weeks for maintance.
Includes Blowout

 

 

Dementional Color 
all Highlights & Handpainting services include one toners and blowout 

SINGLE PANEL HIGHLIGHTS $80-100
just a little refresh or pick me up. A few Balayage, Foils, tease-lights,

Foiliage Babylights or Lowlights down your part or at your face
frame.  HALF HEAD HIGHLIGHTS $100-130

for  the no commitment person, a lot LESS Balayage, Foils,
TeaseLights, Foiliage, Babylights or Lowlights, then a Full Head. 

FULL HEAD HIGHLIGHTS $150-180
you’ll have a LOT of Balayage, Foils, Teaselights, Foiliag, Babylights

Or Lowlights in your hair.
DUAL TECHNIQUE $200-250 

Most modern colors are created with a combination of color technique
and blonding services. This service will give you the look you that desire.
Your consultations with your stylist will determine what services are best

for you. 
SPECIALTY COLOR SERVICES $200 and Up  

All Advanced Color Requires a consultation before booking an appointment.   


